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Bright ideas.
Our Spring/Summer 2023 collection brings the joy of weaving  

to life. In developing distinctive, durable new textures for tabletops 

and floors, the Chilewich design team looked to inspirations 

ranging from the culture of cloth to the natural world. High-spirited 

hues emerge in dialogue with an expanded palette of endlessly 

adaptable neutrals to enhance every space, indoors and out.



NEW WEAVE

Sampler
In this dynamic debut, paired rectangles come 

together, introducing a distinctive weave as 

they overlap. The design is inspired by samplers 

dating back to at least the 18th century that were 

used to learn and demonstrate darning: a sewing 

technique for repairing holes or worn areas in fabric 

by replicating the structure of the original material. 

They typically covered small pieces of cloth in 

darning “blocks” of various weave structures  

in a variety of colors—especially blue, green, red, 

and yellow yarns—to make intricacies visible  

and show the weaver’s skill.



SAMPLER, Multi
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SAMPLER, Multi



NEW WEAVE

Pebble
Exceptional in its versatility, this double weave is  

a richly textured canvas for our nuanced approach 

to neutrals. Pebble connects its organic inspiration—

the form of a small stone rounded by the action 

of water—to graphic precision, reimagining the 

lively simplicity and tactile elements of mid-century 

modern design for the spaces of today.
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PEBBLE, Ore and River
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PEBBLE, ore PEBBLE, River



NEW WEAVE

Mesa
Developed with an eye to the robust textures and 

expansive scales of the natural world, Mesa is  

a modern interpretation of basketry: the ancient craft 

of making interwoven objects. Subtle changes 

within the weave create a multifaceted surface 

that unites graphic lines, veiling shapes, and richly 

textured edges that form a soft-edged frame.
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MESA, Marble
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MESA, Opal



NEW WEAVE

Woodgrain
A new voice in our ongoing conversation with  

faux bois—the centuries-old art and craft of 

imitating wood—this weave gains its distinctive 

look from faithfully recreated patterns originally 

formed by the burls, knots, growth rings, and other 

natural variations that make each piece of wood 

unique. Woodgrain was developed with a large, 

thoughtfully scaled repeat to enhance the continuity 

and organic quality of the tonal texture.



WOODGRAIN, Slate
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WOODGRAIN, Slate WOODGRAIN, Birch

WOODGRAIN, Umber



NEW HUES 

Freshly squeezed  
shades.
Two of our most popular weaves get in the swing  

of spring and summer with lively new colorations 

for both the table and the floor. Mosaic, a reimagined 

diamond weave made special by its lattice  

of unique forms, debuts in Pink Lemonade, while 

tactile Bouclé, a crepe weave beloved for its  

rich texture, dazzles in Tangerine.
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NEW COLORWAY | MOSAIC, Pink Lemonade
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NEW COLORWAY | BOUCLÉ, Tangerine



NEW HUES

Thoughtfully  
tufted stripes.
In developing the Spring/Summer 2023 collection’s 

Shag floor mats, our design team prioritized 

sustainability. Both of the new colorways—Fade  

in Lagoon and Domino in Apricot—were 

developed to make use of surplus yarns rather 

than require the creation of new yarns. Resistant 

to staining, fading, mold, and mildew, these all-

weather mats are backed in a layer of sturdy vinyl 

and made to last for decades.
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NEW COLORWAY | FADE, Lagoon
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NEW COLORWAY | DOMINO, Apricot



NEW FOUNDATIONS

More ways to  
ground any space, 
indoors or out.
With more high-performance woven floor mat 

options than ever before, pulling a room together 

just got easier. This collection introduces a broad 

range of fresh hues for signature weaves such  

as Bamboo, Basketweave, and Mini Basketweave as 

well as new favorites like Bay Weave, while expanding 

the availability of our largest floor mat size: Super, 

measuring 96 by 120 inches (244 x 305 centimeters). 

Each woven floor mat is backed with non-skid latex 

and hand finished by our team in Georgia.
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MINI BASKETWEAVE, Confetti
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BAMBOO, Coconut
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BASKETWEAVE, Natural
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MINI BASKETWEAVE, Chambray
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BAY WEAVE, Vanilla
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BAY WEAVE, Flax BAY WEAVE, Blue Jean
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Designed to inspire. 
Made to last.

At Chilewich, we push the boundaries of form and function 

through products that combine innovative textiles and distinctive 

colors with extraordinary durability and easy maintenance.  

Our designs can be found in the permanent collection of the 

Cooper Hewitt, Smithsonian Design Museum, and in homes, 

workplaces, restaurants, hotels, and vehicles around the world.
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Stay in the loop.
Learn about our latest weaves, design debuts,  
special events, and more at chilewich.com,  
and keep in touch with our textures by following  
us on Instagram at @chilewich.

http://chilewich.com
https://www.instagram.com/chilewich/

